PATHWAYS MINORS FOR BIOCHEMISTRY MAJORS

APPLYING TO MEDICAL SCHOOL?
Add Health Communication. This minor can help future healthcare professionals effectively engage with patients and the public while learning how to impact positive changes in behavior.

This minor can help fulfill Pathways concepts 1f, 1a, 2, 3, 5f, and 7.

FOR A CAREER IN BIOTECH:
Consider Science, Technology & Law. For students pursuing work in the biomedical industry, this minor provides the philosophical and legal framework to consider innovation and intellectual property.

The Science, Technology & Law minor provides an opportunity to meet Pathways concepts 1a, 2, 3, and 7.

INTERESTED IN GRADUATE RESEARCH?
The Data and Decisions minor provides an opportunity to use and critically think about data, a valuable skill set to add to the foundation for research provided by majoring in biochemistry.

Enrolling in Data and Decisions can help fulfill Pathways concepts 1a, 2, 3, 5f, and 5a.

Looking for more options? Pathways General Education offers 30 minors to match your educational and professional goals.